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The Landscape

• Homogeneity & Enormity of Climate Change
• The Inaction Trap
• Politicians can’t do it without the constituents
• Business can’t do it without business models
• But change is happening and private sector is involved
• Consumers are getting involved. Seriously. No Really. (Tom)
• Carbon Markets are creating some winners that benefit
(Evan)
• Regulation looks to private sector as a key mechanism
for flexibility
• Risk Management and the drive to build a “carbon
competitive advantage” is building broad sector support
(Joe)

Disclosure/Caveats/Warnings

• I run the largest carbon offset program in the US
• Until Feb, our headquarters were my dining room
table (small market!)
• We are structured as a for profit (a lesson in Structure vs
Reality)
• I am not here to sell you a TerraPass (very inefficient
use of my time)
• But, help yourself to a coupon

CO2 Emissions & Global Warming (back-up)

CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions contribute to global warming

CO2 Emissions & Global Warming

Our personal lives are a major contributor to climate change

* Source: as cited in Ford report on climate change

Who we are

The TerraPass experiment, 18 months later

+
41 Wharton Students, 6 Weeks

$5K Loan

• 6800 TerraPass Members, each offsetting ~ 12,000 lbs CO2
• Media: CNN (2), NYT (3), Business Week (4), NPR, USA Today – 88
articles in ~ 14 months
• But much more importantly over 900 blog posts
• Agreement with Ford Motor Company to co-market (Greener Miles)
• Lots of interest and sales from Small Businesses
• My Brand
• My Culture

Our First Eponymous Product

Products Overview

Getting consumers engaged is the first challenge

Product Overview

Product Concept Overview – the automobile example
TerraPass owners take action to mitigate their car’s CO2 emissions by
collectively funding renewable energy projects that reduce CO2.

Your car emits 10,000lbs
(about three times its
weight!) in carbon
dioxide (CO2) each year,
contributing to the
global warming problem.

You purchase a
TerraPass

TerraPass owners
collectively
subsidize projects
that reduce CO2
emissions.

Your TerraPass
purchase is certified
to eliminate the
equivalent of your
car’s CO2 pollution

Offset Supply

Offset Portfolio is balanced equally across three strategies

Clean Energy

1/3

Renewable
Energy
Certificates

Industrial Efficiency

1/3

1/3
CFIs (Bilaterally)

Auditing & Verification performed by CRS
Proprietary & Confidential

BioGas

Wait a Second, this is a $50 bumper sticker

So yes, CO2 is reduced, but what else is going on

• A demonstration that it is easy to fight climate
change
• A tool for conversation with friends & family
• Making you feel different about the way you live your
life
• An inspiration to leaders in government and business
• Making all the above part of “what you are about”

TerraPass Consumer Business Model

Displaying the public good is part of the equation

Conclusion: Private Sector Impact and Importance

The private sector is creating the building blocks of a regulated market

• Private sector builds political will/capital
• Consumers want:
• A way to feel different about things
• Social Credit for doing something good
• Information, Articles, Calculators, Protocols....
• Businesses to be rewarded for doing good (gasp!)
• Carbon Markets, even voluntary ones:
• Flip the problem
• Get businesses involved
• Start learning/reporting groundwork

